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tations to coil-dependent and -independent parts. For the Geselowitz integrals, we present a fast numerical quadrature. Further, we present a moment-matching approach for optimizing dipole-based coil models.
We verified and benchmarked the new methods using simulations with over 100 coil locations. The new quadrature introduced a relative error (RE) of 0.3-0.6%. For a coil model with 42 dipoles, the total RE of the quadrature and coil model was 0.44-0.72%. Taking also other model errors into account, the contribution of the new approximations to the RE was 0.1%. For comparison, the RE due to omitting the separation of white and gray matter was >11%, and the RE due to omitting also the CSF was >23%.
Introduction
In transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) [1] , a brief current pulse in a coil gives rise to a time-varying magnetic field that causes an electric field (Efield), and the E-field stimulates the brain. The E-field consists of two parts:
the primary E-field E p induced by the changing magnetic field causes a current 5 distribution in the head, and this current is affected by changes of electric conductivity, leading to charge buildup at conductivity interfaces. These charges give rise to a secondary electric field E s , the total E-field thus being E p + E s .
In navigated TMS, the stimulation is targeted and its intensity is set using a model of TMS-induced E-field. For this, we need a volume conductor model 10 (VCM) that characterizes the conductivity distribution of the head. While simulation and offline TMS studies use realistically-shaped highly detailed VCMs [2, 3, 4, 5] , in experimental navigated TMS the head has so far been modeled as a spherically symmetric conductor that is fitted to approximate either the shape of the skull under the coil or the whole skull. Spherical models omit 15 the effects of well-conducting cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) [2, 6] and may fail in approximating the effects of skull at regions of changing skull curvature [7] .
To optimally benefit from the E-field model in navigation, the E-field should be computed in near real time, so that the operator can see the estimated field pattern while moving the TMS coil. With finite-element methods used for 20 solving realistic VCMs in, for example, [4, 5] and recently proposed approaches that apply finite differences [8] and boundary elements [9, 10] , computation of the E-field takes of the order of tens of seconds to minutes for one coil position.
In this paper, we present and benchmark computational methods that allow fast solving the E-field in a realistic VCM that contains realistic CSF and 25 gray matter and isotropic white matter, tens of coil positions per second. Our approach is based on the reciprocity relation [11, 12] and surface-integral solution of the magnetic field in a VCM [13] . The same idea has earlier been applied in, for example, [7] . Here, we present a formulation optimized for repeated computations, and two novel techniques to speed up the computations: a 30 simple-but-adequate numerical quadrature for surface integrals and a momentmatching approach to optimize the coil model for rapid computations. We verify and benchmark the new methods using simulations in four-compartment and five-compartment models, showing that together our new methods enable the real-time computation of E-field in a highly realistic VCM. The fast quadrature 35 is applicable to any surface-based approach in isotropic VCMs, and the coilmodeling technique can be used in any computational environment that models coils using a set of dipoles.
Theory

Reciprocity relation
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Let there be a system of conductors. Let primary current distribution J p 1
give rise to electric field E 1 . Correspondingly, J p 2 gives rise to E 2 . Then, assuming the head electrically resistive and small compared to the wavelength of electromagnetic waves, we get the reciprocity relation [11] all J p 1
Letting J p 1 be a dipolar current element Q at r Q , i.e. J p 1 ( r ) = Qδ( r − r Q ), and J p 2 a current loop (coil) with current I flowing in a thin wire c, we get [12] Q · E( r
where E is the electric field generated by dI/dt, B is the magnetic field produced by Q, and c = ∂S is the boundary of S. Setting an unit-current dipoleQ to r Q and computing its magnetic flux through the coil, we get the corresponding component of E in r Q , as illustrated in Fig. 1 .
Forward problem for primary current distribution in the head
45
When computing the TMS-induced E-field reciprocally, we solve the traditional biomagnetic forward problem: what is the B outside the head, when
there is a primary current distribution J p inside the head? Here we present the basic equations for solving this problem using surface integral approach and discretized boundary potentials and collect the solution to an efficient form.
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Figure 1 around here Figure 1 : The reciprocity relation of Eq. 2: Computing the magnetic flux Φ B , where B is the magnetic field due to a unit-current dipoleQ i , we obtain the relationship between the rate of change in coil current (dI/dt) and one component of the induced E-field ( E i ) at the location of the current dipole. Note that B is only evaluated inside the coil, and that E i is obtained without evaluating the E-field ( E) elsewhere.
Consider a primary current distribution in a piece-wise homogeneous isotropic volume conductor that has K boundary surfaces separating the compartments of different conductivities. Let superscripts in italics label boundary surfaces.
The magnetic field in or outside of the conductor is [13] 
where σ k + and σ k − are the conductivities outside and inside of boundary k, B p is the primary magnetic field due to J p , φ is the electric potential generated by the charge density associated with the J p , and B s is the secondary magnetic field due to conductivity inhomogeneities in the head.
Now discretize the conductivity boundaries into a set of vertices and triangular elements; boundary k has N k vertices, and the total number of vertices
Express the boundary potentials φ k using basis functions:
, where ϕ k j is the potential in the vertex j of boundary k (target vertex), and ψ k j ( r ) is a linear basis function that is spanned on the member triangles of the target vertex and gets value of 1 in the target vertex and value of 0 in the other vertices 1 . We get
where β k j ( r ) is the integral that needs to be computed repeatedly for all elements 55 and field points, when the TMS coil is moved. When the boundary potentials are solved numerically using the (boundary) basis functions ψ k j , Eq. 3 does not introduce any numerical error, as no interpolation or additional discretization is needed.
To compute the magnetic flux through a coil, we need to set up a numerical integration scheme. For this purpose, we compute the normal component B n = B( r ) · n( r ) in N c quadrature points in the coil. For any source distribution, we then get the matrix form
where To compute TMS-induced E using Eq. 2, we need to solve Eq. 5 for dipole sources placed all over the cortical region of interest (ROI, with N ROI dipoles).
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The accuracy and computational cost of the solution depend on: [14] . In applications, where no real-time modeling is needed (for example, magnetoencephalography and magnetocardiography), that approach works excellently. For the real-time TMS approach it might, however, become a bottleneck, so we will apply numerical integration.
In numerical integration over a meshed surface, each element is typically 85 represented by a set of quadrature points q i and weights w i : for one element,
With flat triangular elements, Gaussian quadrature with either 7 or 13 points per triangle is a typical choice. As each vertex has on the average six member triangles, a 7-point quadrature would result in evaluating the integrand of β belonging to three vertices, the approximate number of quadrature points per vertex would then be 14. We will, however, take one step further and represent β k j ( r ) using only one quadrature point per vertex neighborhood.
Let vertex r k j have N member triangles T i that have normal vectors n i and areas A i . The basis function ψ is then expressed using N shape functions s i .
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For each s i ( r ), find its center of mass c Ti and compute the dipole moment m Ti of s i n i . Then, to get the equivalent dipole for the whole ψ 
Thus
This quadrature is considerably simpler and lighter to compute that the closedform solution that contains trigonometry, logarithms, and several times more 100 elementary vector operations.
Coil model
To obtain the E-field, we numerically compute the integral on the right hand side of Eq. 2. The coil is represented as a set of (oriented) quadrature points as in the previous section. Or, thinking the other way, the current loops
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of the coil are represented as a set of magnetic dipoles (see, e.g., [15] ). A set of dipoles that represents a TMS coil can be generated by discretizing the volume where the coil windings lie into smaller sub-volumes [15, 16, 7] ; similar approaches are also used with permanent magnets [17] . As the TMS coil is relatively large and close to the head, this approach, however, requires a large 110 number of dipoles for accurate representation of the windings. For example, in [15] , the Magstim 70mm Double Coil (P/N 9925) whose windings span a volume of 176 × 88 × 7 mm 3 was represented with 2712 dipoles in three identical layers.
For real-time computation, we would prefer a much lower number of dipoles-of the order of at most one hundred.
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For a closed current loop c with current I, the magnetic dipole moment is 
, where g characterizes the spread of current along the height of the windings. This kind of density functions can be characterized by geometric moments [19] .
Now consider a planar coil in xy plane, with current spread evenly across the height of the windings h. The dipole moment density is f = f 0 (x, y)/h, and all dipoles point at ±ẑ direction. The geometric moment µ of the order (n x , n y , n z ) is
As f = f 0 /h does not depend on z, the calculation can be separated into two parts,
Consider first the simpler z direction. Place the coil symmetrically around the xy plane. From Eq. 11 we see that all odd moments are zero; for even n z , we get
while for a discrete set of dipoles in locations z i we get µ nz = i z nz i w i , where w i is the weight of each dipole. For odd moments µ nz to vanish, we place the dipoles symmetrically around the xy plane in locations ±z i (i > 0) and allow a dipole on xy plane, z 0 = 0. We then have
where w 0 = 0 for even number of dipoles. With I dipoles, we thus have I free parameters, which we can solve analytically from a system of equations
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For the x and y directions, the (n x , n y )-order moment of a discrete set of dipoles is
Coils currently used for navigated TMS are either circular or figure-of-eight type. A figure-of-eight coil is commonly expressed as a set of circular loops.
Consider thus a circular loop, radius r, at origin. The geometrical moments for such a loop can be computed in closed form with, e.g., Mathematica software (version 10.3.0, www.wolfram.com). When both n x and n y are even, the (n x , n y )-order moment for the corresponding f (x, y) is
where Γ is the gamma function. If either n x or n y is odd, µ nx,ny = 0.
To reproduce the moments of a coil with dipoles, we place n dipoles per ring in 0-2 rings so that there is symmetry along at least one axis and n-fold rotational symmetry. In addition, we allow a point at the origin-see Figure 2 for an example placement. In Eq. 17, the ratios between (n x , n y )-order moments 135 of a given degree, N = n x + n y , are rational numbers. For sufficient n, the ringlike structure will, due to symmetry, reproduce these ratios for all degrees up to N . Thus, it will always match either none or all moments of degree N or below, which reduces the number of unique equations from (N + 1)(N + 2)/2 to N + 1.
Methods and models
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We developed and evaluated our methods using computer simulations in a realistic head model. First, we evaluated the coil-related approximations and built and tested real-time solver implementations using our previously-verified [20, 21] solver and four-compartment head model that contained brain + cerebellum, CSF, skull and scalp compartments. Then, we implemented five-compartment 145 models that contained separate gray and white brain matter, evaluated discretization errors and performed model comparisons and speed evaluations.
All computations were done using Linux servers and workstations. For part of speed testing, we used C language (gcc 5.4.0), all other computations were done in MATLAB (versions R2017b or newer, www.mathworks.com). 
Coil models
Our coil model are based on the description of the Magstim 70mm Double
Coil in [15] . For reference coil, we divided the example coil into 1 mm 3 cubic voxels, each represented by one dipole. Current was assumed to be spread evenly within the wires, and the weight of the dipole was set to the mean value of f 155 in the voxel. This discretization approach, illustrated in Figure 3 , resulted in a total of 85288 dipoles in 7 uniformly spaced layers. In test coil models, we had 1-3 layers with 2-42 dipoles in each, resulting in altogether 27 test coils containing 2-126 dipoles. In addition, we tested the Thielscher-Kammer (TK) coil model [15] that has 2712 dipoles. 
Anatomical models
Our head models were built on the boundary meshes of the anatomical model of the sample data set of SimNIBS software (version 2.0) [22] . We resampled the meshes to various densities using iso2mesh toolbox [23] and in-house tools. Key information of our meshes is collected in Table 1 . The E-field was computed in the cortex with 3-mm spacing, in vertices of meshes resampled from original FreeSurfer [24] meshes. In coil development and numerical verification using 4C models, the field was computed on both hemispheres. The field points (i.e. positions of dipolesQ) were placed on 180 the boundary of the white and gray matter as in typical surface-based EEG and MEG applications, ensuring 1.5 mm distance between the dipoles and the pial mesh as in [21] . In all computations and comparisons that involve 5-C models, we computed the E-field in the left hemisphere. The field points were placed halfway between the white-gray and pial surfaces, first spanned on the 185 resampled mid-surface of FreeSurfer brain surfaces and then projected so that each dipole was as far from both of our 2.5-mm brain meshes.
Boundary potentials
The model compartments were assigned conductivities of 0.14 S/m for white matter, 0.33 S/m for the gray matter, cerebellum and scalp, 1.79 S/m for the CSF, and 0.0066 S/m for the skull; these values are typical in EEG/MEG applications. The boundary potentials φ for all unit-current dipolesQ in xyz orientations were solved using boundary-element method formulated with isolated source approach, applying linear basis functions and Galerkin weighting (LGISA) [20] . The integrals of weighted dipole potentials in Eq. (11) of [20] ture. This small change removes the well-known numerical stability issue related to placing dipoles near conductivity boundaries. For further detail, please see [20, 21] and Section 5.2.
Simulations
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The coil was placed tangentially over the scalp in 251 separate positions around the head, following a 256-electrode EEG electrode layout. The coil was oriented so that the primary E-field would be approximately normal to the cortex in nearest sulci under the coil center. For each coil position, we computed the E-field across the whole cortex using different coil models and both accurate 205 and approximated β integrals.
We compared the fields using relative error (RE), correlation error (CCE), scalar array with subscript p, and the L2 norm with horizontal bars ||. Our main metric is the relative error that measures the overall difference of the arrays,
Correlation error characterizes the differences of the shapes of field patterns, ignoring constant amplitude differences:
where the dot marks the scalar product and de-meaning is done before pooling.
Relative magnitude simply compares the total amplitudes of fields,
and mean angle error compares field orientations pointwise and takes mean across all field points. All metrics were computed both for all field points and thresholded to those points that had E-field energy density over 50% of the maximum (i.e. over √ 0.5 times the maximum E-field magnitude) for that coil 210 location.
For selected coil models, we performed speed testing. In the first tests, we solved the normal component of E in either the whole brain (number of field points N b ) or in a region-of-interest around the projected coil center. Potential φ was pre-computed for all N b oriented sources on the cortex, resulting in
For each coil position, following computations were done:
2. Build B p for all field points and compute
vector.
Compute dΦ, whereΦ is either the full (N
columns of it.
In the second part, we solved the full E in a static ROI with varying number of points, using models with various sizes N v ;Φ was then of size (
These tests were done using the GPU-accelerated MATLAB implementation.
The benchmarking computer had a 4-core processor (Intel Xeon E3-1230 v5, 3.4 GHz) and a consumer-level graphics card (Nvidia GeForce GTX 1060). The MATLAB implementation used the GPU via gpuArray functionality for computing the multiplication dΦ, while the C implementation used only the CPU.
The C implementation used single-instruction-multiple-data (SIMD) instructions supported by the processor when applicable, and both implementations 230 used all CPU cores when applicable.
Data and code availability
To facilitate further development in the research community, our dipolebased coil models and example MATLAB routines for field computation are available from the corresponding author for academic use. 
Coil model parameters
We solved the z-coordinates of dipole layers for an origin-centered planar coil of thickness d as described in Eqs. 11-15. Eq. 15 was solved for one to four layers I using Mathematica software (version 10.3.0, www.wolfram.com).
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This resulted in optimal layer positions and weights shown in Table 2 . The layers are placed less densely in the center and more densely towards the coil boundaries, while the central layers have higher weights than the ones closer to the boundaries.
Then, we sought the optimal distribution of dipoles, looking for the minimum 245 number of dipoles that produces the exact match of moments µ nx,ny and µ nx,ny up to a degree n x + n y = N for a system of circular rings. A systematic search through all possible sets of dipoles for N ≤ 9 gave us the dipole placement rules shown in Table 3 . Unlike with z direction, the weights and radii cannot be given in closed form for an arbitrary coil, so we continued by fitting the radii 250 and weights for one wing of our example coil, where each wire loop (shown in Figure 3 ) was further represented with 10 equally spaced thin circular loops of Eq. 17, and the system of polynomial equations was solved using Mathematica.
At the end we then had 9 sets of dipoles in the central plane of the coil. With these, we implemented the whole coil using 1, 2, or 3 layers, resulting in 27 test 255 coil models. 
Coil model comparisons
We evaluated the accuracy of the β integral and coil approximations in model In regions of strongest fields, the REs are for coils with PPL ≥ 38 slightly smaller than the total REs, and for coils with PPL between 12 and 26 slightly larger. The mean RE due to the fast numerical approximation of β integrals β integrals, the errors with 4Cref mesh were 0.44 ± 0.06% and 0.45 ± 0.05% and with the 4Cp40 meshing 0.68 ± 0.05% and 0.63 ± 0.10%. The error of the coil model is thus not sensitive to the mesh density, and in denser meshes the β approximation increases the error less than in coarser meshes.
Five-compartment model and model comparisons 290
Based on the results of the multi-resolution verification presented in Appendix A, we built 5-C models 5Cb25 and 5Cb30. For all 5-C, 4-C, 3S and 1S models, we computed the full E-field in the mid-surface of the left-hemisphere cortex using the 42-dipole coil and those 105 coil locations that had the regions of the strongest E-field in the left hemisphere. Then, we compared the fields, 295 using the 5Cb25 model as reference. Results with approximate β integrals are presented in Table 4 ; corresponding results for accurate β integrals are shown in Table C .7. Example E-fields on the mid-cortical surface are visualized in Fig.   6 , and an example of high-resolution computation in a volume slice is shown in To compare the discretization error (4-5%) to other expected errors, we varied the conductivity of the brain compartments of the 5Cb30 model by 20% and solved the E-fields. When the conductivity of white matter was 20% smaller than expected, the mean RE for all field points was 4.7%; 20% larger con-315 ductivity produced a mean RE of 3.9%. Corresponding errors in gray matter conductivity produced REs of 2.9% and 2.4%, and if both conductivities were 20% off, the mean REs were between 4.4% and 5.4%. In the regions of strongest E-field, the mean REs were 1.6-3.5%. Similar results were obtained in [26] . The discretization error and conductivity error are thus of the same order. 
Speed tests
We chose the 42-and 14-point single-layer coils and the 76-point two-layer coil for optimization and testing the speed of our different implementations.
In MATLAB and C implementations and with the 42-dipole coil, the approximate β integrals were approximately 63 and 45 times faster than the accurate 325 integrals. Thus we continued the speed tests with approximate β integrals only. 23.7 ± 2.7 23.6 ± 7.4 6.7 ± 0.9 84.8 ± 3.6 The total computation speeds field for approximate β integrals and different implementations are presented in Table 5 . With the 42-dipole coil, we were able to compute the normal E field on all 20324 points of field space at the speed of 82.9 coil positions per second (cps). Computing all three field components took 335 about three times as long (for example, full E-field in the whole brain 27.3 and 22.8 cps for 42-and 76-dipole coils in MATLAB with GPU acceleration).
Next, using MATLAB+GPU and the 5Cb30 model with the 42-dipole coil, Figure 6 around here. 
Discussion
In this paper, we presented methods for computing the TMS-induced E-field The error introduced by the approximated β integrals was between 0.3% and 0.6% depending on mesh density; coarses meshes produced larger errors.
The relative error (RE) due to approximating the coil with 42 dipoles was approximately 0.4%. Together, the REs due to the new approximations were 380 between 0.44% and 0.72%. When also other modeling errors were present, the contribution of these approximations to the total error was of the order of 0.1%-units. The error due to the approximations that enable real-time computation is negligible compared to the difference between models with different levels of detail and much smaller than typical mesh-related discretization error or errors 385 due to unknown conductivity parameters.
On a standard PC with a consumer-grade GPU, the computation speed for all components of the E-field in 9000 field points was 27 cps in a 5-C model and 43 and 65 cps in medium-density and coarse 4-C models. Solving only the normal component of the E-field approximately tripled the speed. These speeds 390 are clearly adequate for experimental TMS navigation use.
Coil model
We used Magstim 70 mm figure-of-eight coil as our example coil and modeled it following the specifications reported in [15] . A real-world coil has spiral windings, but we modelled the coil windings as a system of circular loops.
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This common simplification, used e.g. in [15, 2, 27, 6, 9] enables the use of analytically-computed reference moments, facilitating our method development considerably by removing one degree of numerical uncertainty. We solved also the dipole radii and weights analytically. Our dipole placement rules in Table 3 were derived for a system of circular disks, so they hold for all planar coils with 400 circular loops; the radii of dipole wings and weights of dipoles will need to be fitted separately for different windings.
The optimization of our dipole placements is based purely on geometrical moments. The independency of the coil model parameters of E-field models should increase the robustness of the coil model. This approach does, however,
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not guarantee optimal approximation of the E-field. In addition, we considered only those moments that we expected to fit perfectly and ignored higher moments. But, as our simulations show, the moment-optimized coils perform very well in realistic field computations. Our coil models should also work with direct surface-and volume-based approaches. With volume-based approaches, the cortex, the difference (RE) between our reference coil and the line-segment coil was <0.008%. We also verified that our coils and algorithms produce the same primary E-field using both reciprocal and direct approaches.
Compared to our coils, the TK coil model with 2712 dipoles had a relatively large RE of 4.1±0.1%. The reason for this is the weighting rule that leads to too 440 large weights for dipoles positioned within wire loops: in the model description [15] , those dipoles were given the full weight of the loop in question, although they should get only part of that weight (see the dipole moment density f and the dipole values of our reference coil in Figure 3 ). Using the dipole locations of the TK model and our weighting rule, we built a corrected TK model (TKc)
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that had the RE of 0.08 ± 0.01%-a value expected of a coil with such a large number of dipoles.
Computational approach
Our computational approach is based on the principle of reciprocity and computing the secondary electric field by weighted surface integration of discretized 450 boundary potentials φ, while typical high-detail E-field models apply direct approach and volume discretization [2, 4, 28, 8] . The presented methodology does not depend on the way how the φ is solved-even though we used a boundaryelement method [20] , one can also use finite-element or finite-difference methods.
We used the same mesh in computing the potential and the β integrals; if one 455 uses different meshings or basis functions in these steps, one has to pay attention to not corrupt the calculation by interpolation errors.
The main benefit of the our approach, partially enabling the high computation speed, is that the computations specific to the coil can be efficiently separated from those that characterize the overall volume-conductor behavior.
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Related to that, the point set or mesh, where the E-field is computed, is independent of the discretization of the volume conductor model. Thus, the density of E-field sampling and speed of computation can be easily varied-for example,
we could apply a coarse mesh in the first stages of navigation, and change to a more detailed one in later stages of navigation that demand higher sampling 465 density or more accurate visualization. A further benefit is that the computation is done directly in terms of electric field instead of computing first the potential and then obtaining the (secondary) field via numerical differentiation over elements, as is typically done with direct volume-based approaches [2, 4, 28] .
The key limitation is that the Geselowitz surface integral equation, Eq. 3,
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is valid only for isotropic medium; thus, the anisotropic conductivity of white matter cannot properly be accounted for. According to FEM simulations [27] , the anisotrophy has a very small effect on E-field amplitude in gray matter, but in white matter the effect is on average 7% (max. 40%). Thus, if one aims to model the E-field in white matter, imaging data needed for modeling the 475 anisotrophy is available, and real-time performance is not required, one might want to choose the direct approach and FEM modeling instead of the reciprocal approach as used here.
The main computational challenge in implementing the real-time reciprocal approach is that we need to place dipoles in all field points and pre-compute In addition to our reciprocal approach, the surface-integral solution for TMS-500 induced E-field can be formulated in direct way via induced surface charges [9, 10, 29] . Both approaches follow from quasi-static Maxwell equations without further approximations and are hence physically equivalent. In associated integral equations, the distance-dependent terms are of the same order, leading to similar effects of discretization errors. With the same meshing and match-505 ing discretization and integration techniques, the E-fields should thus be nearly identical, apart from small numerical differences. We implemented the direct approach following [9, 29] , using the same linear discretization and integration techniques as in our approach, and computed the cortical E-field for 251 coil positions in a 4-C model. The mean relative difference between the approaches was 510 0.28%. Omitting the isolated-source formulation ISA (that in general improves the numerical behavior) in the reciprocal approach, the difference dropped to 0.006%.
The BEM-FMM in [9, 10, 29] [29, 31] , our discretization error of 4-5% is likely dominated by the geometry error. Concerning the intended use of our real-time approach and being aware of differences, approximations and errors in MR images [32] , segmentation [33] and conductivities [26] , the overall discretization error of our real-time 3-mm 530 model should be reasonably close to the corresponding errors of the high-density BEM-FMM model of [9] and the default SimNIBS 3.0 model of [31] .
The added error due to ignoring the separation of white and gray matter is of the same order with some model differences presented in [10, 29, 26] and smaller than the approximation errors in the fast solution of [8] . That said, the Loading a new such ROI onto the GPU takes less than one second. We leave further optimization and study of GPU acceleration for future research.
Outlook and future research 580
Here we have presented, verified and benchmarked new computational methods that enable real-time E-field computation in realistic head geometry that includes realistic CSF and gyral structure and isotropic white matter. The new methods should have impact on all TMS applications, where more accurate targeting and precise dosing of stimulation during the TMS experiment or 585 treatment is desired.
In near future, we plan to extend our coil modeling to other coil types and to overall develop and optimize our solver implementation. Further work is also needed in generation and optimization of anatomical models and meshing.
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Appendix A. Multi-resolution verification of the 4-C model
To assess the effect of discretization errors on the E-field in the 4-C model and the error due to β approximation, and to select meshing parameters for the 5-C models, we compared the dense 4Cref model to our other 4C models.
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The results computed for the 42-dipole coil in 251 locations are shown in Table   A 
